This diagram represents a generic configuration. Custom Wiring Diagrams can be acquired by contacting Technical Support.

Set all other switches as required for installation. Programm C2 and No. 2 for contact.

Note: Use #12 gauge wire for distances up to 200' from EPT to PS914. Use #14 gauge wire for distances up to 100' from EPT to PS914. Additional wiring is required. See manufacturer Installation Instructions for details.

Operation:
- Push side actuator to retract the electric panic bar and open the door.
- Pull side Schlage or card reader to retract the electric panic bar and enable the pull side actuator to open the door.

This configuration represents a non-fire-rated opening. In this example, all wiring connections are made in the PS914 enclosure. PS914-4RL as AO with EL Panic.

The diagram is not a final working diagram and contains only outline wiring and terminations. Final wiring can be reviewed at technical support.